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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

ï.ï SCOPE ;

The H„-inert gas dimers H ? X , which form the subject of this thesis, ~\c

are loosely bound van der Waals complexes, what is reflected in the low

number of bound states (table 1.1) and the small anisotropic interaction.

The H„X dimers studied are formed in a supersonic nozzle expansion, in

which the internal energy is converted into the macroscopic flow energy, t.'

establishing an internal temperature drop to 3 K, which favours dimer ^

formation. Because of this cooling the H„X dimers relax to the lowest 1

rotational states. Only dimers of systems H~X which form a bound {-\

complex can be studied in this way, i.e. the H„He system is excluded. r:

The amount of dimers formed is typically a few percent of the %•

monomers in the case of pure dimers (ref. 1,2) and a few tenths of a ;~

percent of the total amount of monomers (H~+X) in the case of mixed t,;-

dimers H_X (ref. 3). As for the H„X formation a gas mixture of 10% X ï-y

and 90% H~ is used, the amount of dimers related to the amount of ;:5
;

monomers X is also a few percent, as in the case of pure dimers. j^

The hyperfine transitions measured yield information about the pv

isotropic as well as the anisotropic intermolecular potential in the f

range between the classical turning points and in the adjacent part of K

the repulsive branch (fig. 4.4). As collision experiments yield

information about the long range part or about the repulsive part of

the potential and as the spectroscopie measurements of McKellar and

Welsh (ref. 4) include unknown excited levels, our measurements close

the information gap. This particularly applies to the anisotropic

potential, which is always harder to obtain experimentally than the

isotropic. The hyperfine transitions are shifted due to the mixing of

different end-over-end rotational states (denoted with L) caused by the



anisotropic interaction of H„and X. It is this L mixing by which the

hyperfine spectrum yields information about the intermolecular potential.

The sensitivity of this method is very high and apparently slight

changes in the intermolecular potential cause significant effects (fig.

4.3, table 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5).

~-- __ The analysis of the measured hyperfine transitions incorporates all

interacting states of the molecule, bound as well as unbound (continuum)

states. We succeeded in properly taking into account these continuum

states. The analysis of Verberne et al. of H„-H (ref. 2), which assumes

a very sharp quasi bound L=2 state described with a L=0 wave function,

had to be modified. We therefore added chapter 5, in which we re-

analyzed the H„-H system restricting ourselves, however, to one -

particular ortho_H0-ipara Ho transition. The conclusions of Verberne et

al. (ref. 2) arenöt-af f ected S>ut one should be careful with the precise:";

interpretation, whereas our analysis leads to a single clear and f

suggestive molecular parameter describing the situation. Table 1.1 gives

an idea of the van der Waals bond in the dimers H„-H and H„-inert gases

by displaying some characteristics of the isotropic potential: the depth

e and position R of the potential minimum, the reduced mass y., the

energy distance E„-En between the L=0 and L=2 end-over-end rotational

levels and the number N of bound L levels.

quantity H„-H9 H„Ne H.Ar H Kr

e(GHz) 689 (ref.5) 750 (ref.6) 1523 (refr.7). 1746 (ref.7)

R (£) 3.43 (ref.5) 3.28 (ref.6) 3.58 (ref.7) 3.72 (ref.7)

u(amu) 1.00 1.82 1.90 1.̂ 5

E2-EQ(GHz) - 99.9 99.7 9̂ .2

N 2 3 6 8

Table 1.1 Characteristics of the isotropic potential. E2~E is taken

from table 4.3 of this work using the same potentials as

indicated at the top of the columns. N stands for the number

of bound rotational states.
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Our experiment is sensitive to the isotropic as well as the

anisotropic potential (table 4.6). If other experiments, however, yield

a reliable isotropic potentials we are able to establish a reliable

anisotropic potential provided that collision experiments have

established the long range part and the repulsive part of the aniso-

tropic potential. For HJe, which is the best studied H -inert gas

system from experimental point of view, we succeeded in establishing

such a potential, which provides a solid ground for comparison with

future ab initio calculations.

1.2 MAGNETIC BEAM RESONANCE

Molecular beams are very suitable for spectroscopy, because the

transitions can be observed with very small line widths, as the Doppler

broadening is eliminated. The molecules in the molecular beam can be

state selected ; if the state selection and the transitions are of

electric nature, one speaks of electric beam resonance (EBR); if they

are of magnetic nature, one speaks of magnetic beam resonance (MBR). j

As magnetic fields are less reproducible than electric fields and

molecules with reasonable magnetic dipole moments (of the order of one

Bohr magneton) are less abundant than molecules with a reasonable

electric dipole moment (of the order of one Debye), EBR is more

frequently used than MER. There is, however, a considerable number of

interesting molecules which have a magnetic dipole moment sufficiently 'A

large for magnetic deflection but due to some kind of symmetry do not

have an electric dipole moment; for instance: H2, D , F2, 0?, C0„, CS™,

CĤ ,, CF, and SF,.

In our case the H X dimers have practically no electric dipole

moment (a few milli Debye) but they have a magnetic moment of 5.6

nuclear magnetons (1 Bohr magneton=1836 nuclear magnetons), which is

enough for the magnetic deflection. Because of this small magnetic

moment it is hard to saturate magnetic transitions. As we are, however,

measuring hyperfine transitions lying in the radio-frequency region, we

can use rf coils, which are able to produce rf magnetic fields of the

order of 1 milli Tesla, enough to saturate these magnetic liyperfine

-v.



transitions.

Because the H_X has a quadrupole-induced electric dipole moment of

a few milli Debye (ref. 8), one could perhaps measure a rotational AL

transition by means of an electric transition were it not for the fact

that the quadrupole-induced dipole is a tensor of rank 3, forbidding

the L=0 to L=l transition (in the range of 10-100 GHz). Because of the

anisotropic interaction, however, L is no longer a good quantum number

and the L=0 and L=l states are mixed with the L=2 and L=3 states,

respectively. This mixing makes the transition possible but the power

needed will probably be too high for this frequency range (ref. 8). The

allowed L=l to L=2 transition will probably not be observed due to the

lower population of the L=l level. The L=0 to L=l transition could also

be possible with a overlap induced-dipole moment (tensor of rank 1),

which seems, however,far too small (ref. 8) •

The transition field in our experiment in the Ramsey set-up

consists of two rf coils of 2 cm length at a distance of 38 cm (fig.

2.5). The molecules traveling at a flow velocity v (1000 m/s) see an

rf-magnetic-field perturbation Brf(t) consisting of two pulses, each

during a time x(20 us), at an interval of time T (380 us). The

frequency distribution P experienced by these molecules is the Fourier

transform of these two pulses. The Fourier transform is

P(X) = cos* (1.1)

with n=T/T=19,X=(v-vo)x andv0 the driving frequency. Figure 1.1

displays on scale the magnetic field perturbation B and the frequency

distribution P. This figure clearly shows that the molecule sees an

interference pattern which is the analog of the interference pattern

resulting from coherent light inciding on two slits of width d at a

distance D with D=19 d. In the optical case the resolution is

determined by the distance D; in our case by the time T. In many cases

the interference pattern is damped out due to the present velocity

distribution with a resulting distribution in T. That our molecular beam

has a very narrow velocity distribution is demonstrated by the fact that

the experimental interference pattern (called the Ramsey pattern) is

hardly damped (fig. 2.7).

12



Br,(t)

0.5
X = ( V - V O ) . T

Fig. 1.1 The rf-magnetic-field perturbation Bpf(t) of frequency v_ as
a function of time (t) and the frequency distribution P(X)3
being the Fourier transform of BvAt). The figure is on scale
with the experimental situation.
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CHAPTER 2 - EXPERIMENT

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The magnetic-beam-resonance apparatus is shown in figure 2.1. We

will now describe its main features.

The molecular beam is originating from a low-temperature source by

means of a supersonic expansion through a nozzle of 20 ym diameter.

The first skimmer (sk 1) picks out the central forward part of the

expansion in order to form a. well-defined beam and to limit the inter-

action of the background with the molecular beam to the source chamber. •

The second skimmer (sk 2) is only serving as a vacuum separation.

At the other end of the machine the molecules are ionized by means

of electron bombardment, then mass selected by a quadrupole mass .,J

filter (Riber SQ 156) and finally measured by a particle multiplier.

In between is located the state-selecting and spectroscopie region,

consisting of the A, B and C fields. The A and B fields consist of

Rabi-type deflecting magnets; the C field consists of the homogeneous -,{

magnet and the radio-frequency coils. We can choose from two >>4

configurations; one, the so called Rabi set-up, consisting of a single :J

coil located near the center of the C-field region, the other, the so

called Ramsey set-up, consisting of a pair of coils located at the far .;

ends of the C-field region. Furthermore, two slits are placed on the yA

beam axis; one 200 um slit (Dl) inside the C field and one 400 ym slit %•

(D2) at the detector entrance.

The state selection (ref. 1) is assured by the opposite field

gradients of the Rabi magnets, which act on molecules with a magnetic

moment. Molecules deflected by the A magnet and passing through the C-

field slit are deflected back by the B magnet to pass through the

detector slit. If molecules make an rf transition accompanied by a

15



1 ' " , , r ; •/-

LHe

quadrupoie
mass filter

RF3 B magnet D2

C magnet

Fig.2.1 Schematic view of the apparatus; sizes in cm; sk3 skimmer; RF1 and RF23 radio-frequency coils in
Ramsey set-up; RFZ3 radio-frequency aoil in Rabi set-up; Dl3 200 ym C-field slit; T)23 400 ym
detector slit.
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change in magnetic moment, they will not be deflected back, resulting

in a decrease of the signal. This is called the flop-out method.

In order to measure phase sensitively we have to modulate the

beam. We can dispose of two modulation techniques. One technique is the

mechanical beam chopping, which interrupts the beam periodically; the

other technique uses amplitude modulation of the rf radiation. With the

former method one is measuring the total beam and it is used to

optimize the molecular beam; the latter method is only measuring those

molecules which make an rf transition and therefore is used for

spectroscopie purposes.

2.2 SOURCE CONDITIONS

2.2.1 SOURCE FEATURES

The source consists of a copper body cooled by a flow cryostat.

The temperature of the source can be controlled with and measured by a

carbon resistor (temperature range: 1.5 K to 77 K) or with a thermistor

(temperature range: 77 K to 293 K). The nozzle, mounted on the copper

body, consists of a platinum-iridium electron-microscopi diaphragm

(Siemens) and has a hole of 20 um diameter. We have also tried other

nozzles; the results for the monomer (m/e=2) and dimer (m/e=3)

intensities in the case of a pure-H- beam are shown in figure 2.2.

The 3x20 pm nozzle indicates a nozzle with three 20 ym 0 holes in a

vertical line at a distance of 150 um. Nothing is gained with a 60 ym

nozzle and the 3x20 ym nozzle yields almost no dimer signal, indicating

a strongly perturbed expansion.

The H2~inert gas mixtures are made in a ten liter cylinder with a

maximum pressure of 2xl06 Pa and are always given at least twelve hours

to mix. The gas-inlet system permits an easy change from pure H„ to a

gas mixture.

ï
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Fig. 2.2 Intensity vs stagnation pressure P for a H2 beam with a source
temperature of 42 K. A and B indicate respectively m/e=2 and
m/e=3. The B curves have to be divided by a factor of 10 in
intensity. Three different nozzles were used:
60 vm nozzle (I), 3x20 vm nozzle (II) and 20 \m nozzle (III).
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2.2.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The H~-inert gas ratio used in the gas mixtures is determined by

two considerations: firstly, we want a mixture which gives the maximum

amount of mixed dimers; secondly, we want to be able to deflect them

by the Rabi magnets. The deflection A of a mixed dimer with magnetic

moment JI, mass m and flow velocity v_ by a magnetic-field gradient VB i>v

is (ref. 2) ['•

k
AccMf (2.D r

mvf
z i

l'-'-
For a complete expansion vc is J.%

. (2.2) .

where To stands for the source temperature and m for the average mass I,

of the H?-inert gas mixture. §?•

If we define the mixture ratio f as the ratio of the partial >I

pressure of4- inert gas X to the total pressure of the mixture, then f is jy

(following the ideal gas law) also the particle fraction. Then |

m = fnL. + (1-f) HL. , where HL, is the mass of gas atom X and H L the k[
av A H2 A. Hp Tl-'

H 2 mass. Concluding \ '•

Ttl T ' Ö

In the following we will always express f in percentages and speaking fJ

of a 10% mixture, for example, we mean f=10%. |̂ )

The spectral line width r, determined by the transit time, is gi

proportional to v_. As we know that for pure EL, with a source y

temperature of-42 K, vf=930 m/s and r=1.25 kHz for the central Ramsey £|

peak, then for an arbitrary beam v. is determined by the ratio of its

line width to that of H„.

The stagnation pressure has always to be below a certain value P

to prevent that larger clusters are ionized to this mass (ref. 3). A

valid criterion for P is the first maximum or levelling off of the

dimer ion signal as a function of the stagnation pressure (fig. 2.3).

19



The source temperature at a certain stagnation pressure always has

a lower limit because of condensation of one of the constituents of the

mixture. Therefore we have to know the saturation pressures for the

possible constituents shown in table 2.1 (ref. 4)-

gas

H,

Ne

Ar

Kr

1.3*10*

15

22

72

101

5.3x104

18

25

82

114

saturation pressures in

l.OxlO5

20

27

87

121

2.0xl05

23

29

94

129

5.0xl05

27

33

106

143

Pa

l.OxlO6

31

37

118

155

Table 2.1 The temperatures (in K) belonging to the saturation

pressures given at the top óf each column.

The mixed dimers H2X are always detected as HX+, like H4 is

detected as Ü3+ (ref. 5). When we mass select HX+, we always have to

watch out for isotopes of the inert-gas atom X, because one of the

isotope masses can coincide with the HX+ mass. In table 2.2 the stable

isotopes are given with their relative abundances (ref. 6).

m/e

20

21

22

neon (Ne)

A in %

90.92

0.26

8.82

m/e

36

38

40

argon (Ar)

A in %

0.34

0.06

99.60

krypton

m/e

78

80

82

83

84

86

(Kr)

A in %

0.35

2.27

11.56

11.55

56.90

17.37

Table 2.2 The stable-isotope masses (m/e) of Ne, Ar and Kr

with their relative abundances A.

20
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intensity (arbitrary units)
103

10'

10'

10" 10s 610
P( Pascal)

Fig. 2.3 Intensity vs stagnation pressure P for a 10% HJIe beam with a
20 ym nozzle at 42 K. Curve I corresponds with the 20Ne+

signal and has to be multiplied in intensity by a factor of
10; curve II corresponds with the signal on mass 21t curve III
with the ENe+ signal.

For the experiment we take, of course, the most abundant isotope. In

the case of Ar and Kr the mixed-dimer masses m/e=4l (HAr+) and m/e=85

(HKr ) do not coincide with an isotope mass, in contrast to Ne with its

mixed-dimer mass m/e=21 (HNe ) , which coincideswith the isotope 21Ne.

This turns out to be no problem as the HNe signal is five times the
21Ne signal.

i.

N-

I1
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2.2.3 OPERATION CONDITIONS

For H„Ne we can operate at the same source temperature as for

(H„)9 (i.e. 42 K) or higher, because Ne and H9 almost have the same

boiling points (table 2.1). For TQ=42 K we tried three mixtures, f=5%,

10% and 20%, and found about the same dimer-line intensity; we have

always chosen the 10% mixture. Figure 2.3 shows the dependence of the

HNe signal on the stagnation pressure. In order to obtain the HNe

signal we have subtracted 0.23% of the 20Ne from the signal on mass 21

because of coincidence with a Ne isotope (table 2.2). For spectroscopie

measurements th*i stagnation pressure PQ was chosen to be 9x10 Pa. We

also tried a temperature TQ=80 K and found at a stagnation pressure

PQ=3.4X10 5 Pa almost the same result as above, with this difference that

the higher end-over-end-rotation lines were somewhat stronger. We used

both conditions (T0=42 K, P0=9xl0'
t Pa and T0=80 K, P0=3.4xl0

5 Pa) to

measure the H9Ne dimer lines.

For H9Ar at To=99 K we tried three mixtures, f=10%, 20% and 30%,

yielding relative mixed-dimer intensities of 15:6.5:4. Mixtures with

f<10% were not tried, because the flow velocity is getting higher,

resulting in a poor deflection (eq. 2.1) and a broader spectral line.

We have chosen the 10% mixture for spectroscopie measurements together

with a source temperature TQ=85 K and a stagnation pressure

P0=1.5xl0
5 Pa.

For HJCr, mixtures with f=5% and 10% yielded nearly the same

results. We selected the 10% mixture because of the lower flow velocity.

The source conditions were: T0-=120 K, PQ=2X10 5 Pa.

In table 2.3 the experimental conditions used are summarized. The

flowvelocities vf and v^ 7 are determined using the
I 9 GXp I y C3-J.C

proportionality of v_ to the line width and proportionality 2.2

respectively and the known value of the flowvelocity for a pure-H9

beam, vf =v =930 m/s (ref. 7). G indicates the multiplication

factor by which the magnetic-field gradient has to be larger compared

to a pure-H„ beam. G is determined by using proportionality 2.3.

The rotation temperatures T of the beams can be estimated from

the end-over-end-rotation distribution, except for H„Kr, where only

one line was measured. For H-Ne and H-Ar was found: T =3±2 K.

22



System :

H2
H 2 N e

H2Ne

H 2 A r

H2Kr

£(%)

0

10

10

10

10

To(K)

42

42

80

85

120

3

1

2

PoCPa)

9x1 Ok

9x104

.4xlO5

.5xlO5

.OxlO5

m
av

2.0

3.8

3.8

5.8

10.2

m

2

22

22

42

86

f ,exp

930

670

915

774

707

„(m/s)
vf,calc

930

675

931

771

696

G

1

6

11

15

24

Table 2.3 Summarized source conditions.

2.3 STATE SELECTION AND SPECTROSCOPY

The Rabi magnets generate a so-called two-wire field (ref. 1).

This field is strongly inhomogeneous, resulting in a large field

gradient, which is nearly constant over an area indicated in fig. 2.4.

Fig.2.4 Cross section of the
pole pieces of the
Rabi magnets. The
radius a=2 .28 mm. The
shaded strip between
the pole pieces in-
dicates the area with
a magnetic field
gradient of 9x10 T/m,
nearly (i.e. within
15%) constant over
this area.

1

The radius a=2.38 mm is small in order to get a large magnetic-field

gradient of 9x10 T/m. Further information on the Rabi magnets is given

in ref. 7.

The C-field configuration is drawn in fig. 2.5. The rf coils are

used in the frequency range of 30 to 600 kHz. The coils are placed in a

homogeneous magnet consisting of two parallel soft-iron (C15) slabs.

Because we are measuring in zero magnetic field, we have to be careful,

as the ferromagnetic iron can produce remanent-field irregularities

i

23 n
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(ref. 1).

; I

Fig.2. 5 Side-view and cross section of the C field
inside the vacuum chamber. RF1 and RF2 are
the Ramsey coils of 23 turnss RF3 is the
Rabi coil of 112 turns and Dl the 200 ym
C-field slit. The cross section below ... .-
shows the'pole pieces of. the. C. magnet with,
the coils in between.

Therefore, in producing the pole pieces of the C magnet, particular

care was taken. After rough machining, the iron was demagnetized by

heating it to 800 C, a value above the Curie temperature. The following

machining always introduces mechanical strain in the material, which

was eliminated by heating it to 500 C. Finally, the fine machining was

done. We are still limited, however, by the remanent fields in the

homogeneous magnet and by the stray fields of the Rabi magnets. The

resulting effect is discussed in section 2.5.

The selection rules of a hyperfine transition induced by the rf

field are for our configuration (ref. 1)

AF = 0, ± 1 = ± 1 (2.4)

Not all induced transitions are detected because of the "machine rule",

requiring a transition with a change of the magnetic moment. In the

strong fields of the deflection magnets we can write for the magnetic

moment u of H_

r

+ pN g.m. (2.5)

where g =5.59 and g.=0.88. Because g. is so . uch smaller than gT, we
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need Am=±l to render a transition observable. The restriction Am =±1

is called the "machine rule", as it is not of fundamental character

but imposed by the machine.

The line shapes and transition probabilities of transitions

induced by the rf field of either the Rabi coil or the two Ramsey coils

are thoroughly discussed in ref. 7. Suffice it to say that the current

I through the coils needed to make a complete transition is proportional

to the flow velocity of the molecules. Instead of calculating the needed

rf field strength, we experimentally determine the desired current

through the coils by measuring the line intensity as function of the

current. This is done for the two known H„ hyperfine lines, which can

be directly monitored on a recorder (fig.2.6).

intensity (arbitrary units )-
101- Fig. 2.6 ff_ spectral line intensities as

function of the effective rf
current through the Ramsey coils.
I is the 55 kHz line of H^ II
the 546 kHz line. The beam used
was a 10% H2Ar beam with To=85 K
and Pa=lj 5x10 s Pa. The arrow
indicates Iopt'

0 100 200 300 (00
KmA]

The desired current for a transition is then the current belonging to

the first maximum of the Rabi oscillations. One sees in figure 2.6 that

for H_ the two maxima are occuring at different values of I. If as the

optimum current I is chosen the current belonging to the 55 kHz line

maximum, then the intensity of the 546 kHz line is not differing much

from the maximum intensity. Because the mixed dimers have the same flow

velocity as H2 (as is checked by comparing the line widths) ,1 is

also used for the mixed-dimer lines.

To measure the magnetic field present in the C magnet we use the

two H„ transitions, which have the zero-field transition frequencies

at 546.437 kHz and 54.795 kHz (ref. 8).

All finally reported experimental transition frequencies have been

§

t.

'S'A ü
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measured with the two Ramsey coils. The transition frequency is

determined from the center of the central Ramsey oscillation. Fig. 2.7

shows an experimental Ramsey pattern. In this pattern it is easy to

identify tht central oscillation. For mixed dimer lines, because of the

smaller signal to noise ratio, it is not so simple to find the central

peak. Therefore, the Rabi coil is used to locate the transition

frequency within the line width of the central Ramsey peak.

-18 -16 -It -12 -10 -h -2 10 12 It 16 18
V-V o (KHz)

Fig. 2.7 Ramsey pattern for the 546 kHz line of R%, The beam used was a
10% HJlr beam with Ttf=85 K and PQ=1.5xl05 Pa. The pattern
was recorded after 42 sweeps with a time constant of 0.2 a.
The frequency scale shows the shift with respect to the
transition frequency VQ.

2.4 DETECTION

Molecules reaching the detector slit are ionized in an ionizer of

large efficiency (1:500, ref. 7). Thereupon, they are mass selected

by a quadrupole mass filter (Riber SQ 156) with a mass resolution

M/AM=2 M at 50% valley. Mass 85 (HKr+), for instance, is totally

separated from the very much larger mass 84 peak (Kr ). The mass-

selected ions are measured with a 17 stage venetian-blind-type
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multiplier (EMI, 9643/2B) with a voltage of 2.5 kV between the first

and last dynode. Directly mounted on the vacuum feed through of the

multiplier is the preamplifier (Riber, MOS MS 11 L). The signal from

the preamplifier is connected to the input of the lock-in amplifier

(PAR,120).

The electronics involved in the detection of rf transitions are

schematically given in fig. 2.8.

The rf-frequency synthesizer (Schomandl, ND 100 M) is locked to

an 1 MHz reference, resulting in an accuracy of a few Hz. Its frequency

range is 300 Hz to 100 MHz.

The signal averager (TMC, CAT 400 C) has 400 channels, which are

directed by the 5 Hz pulses of the step sweeper, so that one sweep

takes 80 s. The frequency synthesizer is simultaneously directed in

400 steps from an adjustable start to an adjustable end frequency. The

frequency is monitored by a frequency counter (Advance Instruments,

TC 11).

LOCK IN
AMPLIFIER CAT

20 Hz FREQUENCY
COUNTER

AMPLITUDE
MOOULATOR

FREQUENCY
SYNTHESIZER

L

X-Y
RECORDER

UUL5HZ

STEP
SWEEPER

-Wlr
20 Hz AM RF

RF 1 MHz REFERENCE

RAMSEY
COILS

Fig. 2.8 Bloak diagram of the detection apparatus.
I
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The rf signal from the frequency synthesizer is amplitude modulated

by an amplitude modulator, utilizing the 20 Hz sinusoidal reference

signal which is produced by the lock-in amplifier and transformed into a

blockform.

The modulated rf signal is amplified by a 50 dB power amplifier

(ENI, 240 L) with a frequency range of 20 kHz to 10 MHz. From the

amplifier the signal goes (via an isolation transformer) either to the

Rabi coil or to the Ramsey coils put in series. In series with the coils

is placed a 10 fi resistor in order to be able to monitor the rf current

through the coils.

2.5 EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY

Briefly summarized, the effects which may influence the experimen-

tal accuracy are

1. The statistical error

2. Limit of frequency determination

3. An asymmetric line shape

4. Influence of the rf power

5. The Bloch-Siegert effect

6. Inhomogeneity of the magnetic C field

Because all experimental results are obtained with the Ramsey

method, we will only discuss this method. Point by point we will

evaluate the possible effects.

1. The statistical error can be lowered by measuring longer or doing

more measurements. In practice we were able to reach a value of 50-

100 Hz.

2. Because the frequency source is stable within a few Hz, there is no

influence on the experimental accuracy.

3. The central Ramsey oscillation showed no observable asymmetry.

4. The rf power was always chosen close to the optimum. Moreover, the

measured line position did not change noticeably with large changes
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in rf power.

5. The Bloch-Siegert effect occurs when one uses, like in our case, an

oscillating instead of a rotating magnetic-field perturbation. This

results in a frequency shift, which is approximately inversely

proportional to the frequency and proportional to the square of the

perturbation amplitude (ref. 1). The influence was tested at the low-

frequency line of H2 and no observable effect was seen with large

changes of rf power.

6. The magnetic C field is not entirely homogeneous. This, possibly

combined with Majorana flops, introduces line shifts. Fortunately,

the Ramsey method is less sensitive to this effect than the Rabi

method. To evaluate the effect on the experimental line position,

the two known H„ lines were measured. In the applied zero-field

setting the 546 kHz line was approximately 100 Hz too high in

frequency and the 55 kHz line a 100 Hz too low. As the molecules

making the 546 kHz transition have the largest possible difference

in trajectory with those making the 55 kHz transition, the

differences can be considered as outer limits. We can thus state

that this inhomogeneity introduces an experimental uncertainty of

100 Hz.

Combining the statistical error of 50-100 Hz with the uncertainty

of 100 Hz, due to field inhomogeneities, we can achieve an estimated

experimental accuracy of 150-200 Hz.

7\.. <
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CHAPTER 3 - THEORY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the theoretical framework will be presented needed

to calculate the dimer hyperfine spectrum,In H„X dimers X stands either

for an inert-gas atom with nuclear spin 1=0 or for a paraH&2 molecule,

also with 1=0 ; the H„ always is in an ortho state with nuclear spin

1=1. Because the molecular beam is cooled down to temperatures as low as

3 K, only the lowest rotational state j of H„ is populated, resulting

in j=l for ortho H and j=0 for para H_.

All quantum numbers and coordinates used are defined in table 3.1.

Symbol Definition

j(=D

L

J

F

m

r

R

0

rotational quantum number of the ortho H„

nuclear spin of atom 1 in ortho H_

nuclear spin of atom 2 in ortho H„

total nuclear spin of the ortho H-, I=Ix+I2

quantum number of the end-over-end rotation

J=i+L

F=J+I, the total angular momentum

projection of F on a reference axis

vector describing the molecular axis of ortho H-

intermolecular-distance vector of H,X

angle between r and R

Table 3.1 Definition of the various quantum numbers and coordinates.
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Because X always has 1=0 and j=0, its quantum numbers are omitted.

To calculate the hyperfine spectrum we proceed as follows. Firstly,

we solve, for a given isotropic part of the potential, the radial

Schrödinger equation. Finally, we calculate the complete energy matrix,

including all isotropic and anisotropic terms of the potential and also

the hyperfine interaction, and diagonalize this matrix, yielding the

energies of all quantum states. Using the selection rule AF=±1, the

hyperfine-transition frequencies are then obtained.

3.2 HAMILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian H' describing the H_X dimer can be written as

V(R'0)

Better than this Hamiltonian H', which produces the radial wave

functions v(R), we can use the Hamiltonian H producing the radial wave

functions u(R)=R.v(R)

H = C I + + V(R'0) + \i2
 + Hij (3'2)

The first term in the Hamiltonian H describes the vibration of the

dimer with reduced mass u.

The second term in eq. 3.2 describes the end-over-end rotation of

the dimer. Rotation about the intermolecular axis cannot occur without

leading to dissociation, because the moment of inertia along this axis

is at least a factor of 50 smaller than the moment of inertia perpendi-

cular to this axis.

The internal-rotatipn and-vibration term of the H~ itself is

omitted, because it introduces a constant term in the Hamiltonian. It

is assumed that these internal degrees of freedom are not affected by

the presence of the dimer partner X.

The intermolecular potential V(R,0) can be expanded in Legendre

polynomials
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V(R,0) = £ V (R) P (cosG) (3.3)
n n n

Because of the symmetry of the H_ only the even Legendre polynomials can

occur. We only retain the first two terms (n=0,2) of this expansion

V(R,0) = Vo(R) + V2(R) P2(cos0) (3.4)

Higher-order terms cannot couple two j=l states, as will be shown later.

This means that the experiment described here is not sensitive to

higher-order terms. For each L value the molecule experiences an

effective isotropic potential

= V0(R) + ̂  (3.5)

i , : The second term in eq. 3.5 adds a centrifugal barrier to the isotropic

:^ potential. P2(cos0) can be written as a tensor operator (ref. 1).

S P2(cos0)=P2(f.R)=C^
2)(r).C(2)(R)=^{C(2)(f)C(2)(g)}o (3.6)

1/ The term of the Hamiltonian describing the anisotropic interaction

W V2(R)P2(cos0) becomes

{C(2)(f)C(2)(R)}J0) (3.7)

HT T and H . represent the two hyperfine interactions within the
ili2 J-J

H_. The spin-spin interaction H can be written in tensor notation
12

(ref. 1)

(3.8)

£• The spin-rotation interaction H . is expressed as a scalar tensor

product

(3.9)
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The c and d constants are assumed to be unchanged by the presence of

the dimer partner X (ref. 2).

Other possible interactions of type I . L and j . L are <

neglected because of the closed shell structure of X and because of

the large intermolecular distance R, which enters these interactions

through an R dependence (ref. 2).

3.3 SOLUTION OF THE RADIAL SCHRODINGER EQUATION

We can separate the Hamiltonian H of eq. 3.2 in two terms, H and

HI

Hl = HAI +

The radial Schrodinger equation is then

H0 «L,v(R> * EL,v uL,v ( R ) <3-1

where v is the vibrational quantum number. For each L separately, we

solve this equation numerically, changing the continueous variable R

into a discrete one with steps AR and replacing the derivatives by

differentials

~k Xv<*> - a {UL,V<R+ f >- u
L ,v<R-f» <3-13>

-Ê Xv(R> = w - r K,v<R+AR) - 2 UL,V ( R ) + UL,V ( R-A R ) }

In this way we obtain a set of equations each of which relates three

successive points. Giving these points an index i, we can write

I
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feï {uL,v(Ri+l>-
2uL,v(V+uL,v(Ri-l>}+Veff(Ri)uL,v(Ri> =

(3.15)

or in matrix form

where the matrix elements M.. are given by

In this way one finds a tridiagonal matrix, which is, however, infinite,

because R. goes to infinity.

The problem is solved using the "spherical box normalization". In

this approach one introduces an infinite potential barrier at a certain

distance R (32 k) tax from the potential well (3-4 &). The maximum
ISclX

allowed R value is then R , where the wave function has to vanish. In
max

this way infinity is avoided by forcing the position vector R to lie

within a sphere of radius R . Physically, this means that we have two

molecules inside a sphere of 32 A instead of two molecules in the entire

universe. Because the isotropic potential goes to infinity as R goes to

zero, we can also impose a lower limit R . (2 Ü) to R. The boundary
min

conditions now are that the wave function has zero amplitude at R=R .
nan

and R=R .
max

If we take N steps R with R =R . + (N-l)AR, then we obtain forv max m m '

each L value a tridiagonal NxN matrix, resulting in N eigenf unctions

and N eigenvalues. The lowest eigenvalue belongs to v=0, the next one to

v=l, etc.

Negative eigenvalues and their wave functions, describing the bound

states, are independent of R for great R (e.g. 32 A). !-•.

Positive eigenvalues and their wave functions, describing the |>.

unbound or quasi bound states, are, of course, sensitive to the value i|1
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of R Because we take, for each L, a large set (i.e. N large) of
max

basis functions describing the continuum, the final result of a

calculation taking into account these N wave functions will be

independent of R , at least for large R (e.g. 32 k).HlcLX. U

In our calculations we always used R . =2 I, AR=0.02 k and N=1500

(so R =32 Ü). These conditions yield results reproduced by tests with
TUl^Csmaller R . and larger N (and consequently larger R ).min a \ i J m a x/

Having solved the radial Schrödinger equation and having obtained

the eigenfunctions u, >one can calculate the matrix elements of Hi

with respect to these eigenfunctions. We define

<Lv|HiJL'v'> = ?u* (R)H]UT (R)dR (3.19)
Q ii,V li,V

Because (eq. 3.6 and 3.7)

HAI=V2P2 (3.20)

eq. 3.19 becomes

<Lv|Hl|L'v'> = <Lv |v2|L'v'>P2+HIiI|LLf5vvt+HI.5LLl5wt (3.21)

The only matrix elements with respect to U T
 o n e n a s to calculate are

obviously the <Lv|V2|L'v'> elements.

To be able to construct the energy matrix one finally calculates

the matrix elements of P?, H. _ and H ..
Ilx2 IJ

3.4 MATRIX ELEMENTS ^

In order to calculate the energy matrix we define abasis of coupled

quantum numbers and determine the matrix elements of Po, H,. T and H,..

with respect to this basis.

The chosen coupling scheme is *>: i

yt
(l!l2)I and ((jL)JI)F (3.22) I p g
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1

Because I belongs to ortho H», it is fixed and equal to unity. The basis

j ((jL)JI)Fm> is used, with the following abbreviations

[a] = 2X.+1

With eq. 3.6

<i|P2|f> =<i|/5 {C(2)(r) (3.23)

resulting in

5 ,<S ,<5 ,
j j rr nnn

L'L2J / J 2 j ' \ / L 2 L ' \

j j ' J ) \000 / \000 /

(3.24)

With eq. 3.8

i|-3 /5d«C ( 1 ) ( r )

resulting in

With eq. 3.9

resulting in

JJ'2

11F

J J ' 2 ) / j 2 j ' \

j ' jL \000 /

|f

( 3 - 2 6 )

(3.27)
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(3.28)

Because in our experiment we deal with ortho-H„- molecules in their

lowest ro ta t iona l s t a t e , we can put j = l ; j ' can assume the values 1 and

3 due to the 3 j-symbol in eq. 3,24 which can be translated in (j 2 ) j '

and in j+2+j ' i s even. Because the j=3 exci ta t ion level i s lying far-

off (18000 GHz), i t i s neglected so that also j ' = l . In t h i s way the

matrix elements f inal ly become ,

<i|P2lf>=öJJ,öFF,Snm,(-l)J-
J J , ö F F , S n m ,

L' 1 2

1 1 J

IL 2L'\

\o o o /

nm'

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

The following general remarks apply to these matrix elements. The

projection quantum number m plays no role, because there is no external

quantization axis, as the measurements are performed in zero magnetic

field. The total angular-momentum quantum number F is the only good

quantum number, so we can divide the energy matrix in blocks according

to the F value. Because H.T only couples even with even and uneven with

uneven L values and because HT T and HT. do not couple different L
\ ? Ij

values, we can make a second division,in even and uneven L values.
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In writing down eq. 3.4, for instance, a similar possible P^ term

has been omitted, as it could not couple two j=l states. This is seen

if one writes eq. 3.24 with P, instead of P,

J ' l } * (3.32)

L' L 4j /j 4 j'\ /L 4L'\
j j' J) \0 0 0 / \0 0 0 }

The tri angular relation (j4)j' yields zero for j=j' = l. Only j'=3 and 5

c;m couple with j=l, but such matrix elements are neglected because of f',

the largy energy difference between the rotational states; i.e., even •"'*•

if there would be a P, term, it would not be seen in the experiment. ;

The same argument holds for higher-order terms, e.g. Pfi. i

The energy matrix is now given by the following matrix elements ££.

Fjj

<L J F v |H | L f J f F ' v ' > = <STT,<S , E. (3.33) k
1 ' LL' vv ' L,v K

+ <Lv |V2| L'v'x L J F|P 2|L'J'F'> |"-

+0 f <- JJ J r I n T . | L J t >

3.5 HYPERFINE SPECTRUM IN THE VECTOR MODEL

We first consider the hyperfine spectrum of the ortho-H„ molecule.

In ortho H- one has I=j=l and the coupling (jI)F, resulting in F=0,l

and 2. This yields two hyperfine transitions (AF=±1) : the F=O<-»-l

transition, observed at 546.436 kHz, and the F=l-«->-2 transition,

observed at 54.795 kHz ; hence one derives the following hyperfine

constants (ref. 3)
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c = 113,904 kHz (3.34) *•

d = 288.355 kHz f :

'j

To see which spectrum one has to expect in the dimer the so-called il

vector model is employed. In this model the energy distance between the j-

L levels is assumed to be much larger than the distance between the J

levels and the energy distance between the J levels to be again much

larger than the energy distance between the F levels. In this model the

mixing of L and J levels can be neglected, i.e. L, J and F are good

quantum numbers. The hyperfine energies are then determined by those

matrix elements of eq. 3.33 which are diagonal in L, J and F. The AF=±1

hyperiine transitions are obtained from the energy differences of the

two hyperfine terms in eq. 3.33, as the other terms are independent of

F. The diagonal hyperfine energies are denoted by W(L,J,F) and the

hyperfine-transition energies by W(L,J,F,F'). The results for L=0, 1 :

and 2 are shown in table 3.2. \~

3.6 CALCULATION OF THE HYPERFINE SPECTRUM .J'

In an H„X dimer the hyperfine transitions are shifted in frequency ,

relative to the vector-model transitions due to L mixing by virtue of ;„

the anisotropic potential (eq. 3.29). i?

Because the measurements were done on molecules in the ground 5*fe

vibrational state (van der Waals stretching) and in the lowest \<

rotational states, we can take as initial state v=0 and L=0, 1 and 2 .'ïr

(provided that L=2 is a bound state). The admixed state, however, can rs(

assume every possible vibrational and rotational quantum number. Mostly ^ij

(exceptions in section 3.7), we only included the vibrational state VI

vf=0, as for v V O the frequency shift turned out to be negligible,

and the rotational states L'<6.

The hyperfine-transition frequencies for AF=±1 are calculated by

diagonalizing the energy matrix and calculating the appropriate

differences of eigenvalues.

In this section we will only discuss the case in which the ground
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0

0

0
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2
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1
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1

1

1

1

1

I
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C
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3

3

3

0

1

1

1

2

2

2

F

0

1

2

0

1

2

1

2

3

2

3

4

0

0

1

C
M

 
-« 

C
M

3

W(L,J,F)

+516.163

- 30.273

- 85.069

- 85.069

- 71.370

+ 59.836

- 43.972

+119.908

- 66.803

+221.077

- 48.538

- 85.069

0.0

- 30.273

+129.041

- 71.370

+271.780

- 43.972

- 85.069

L

0

0

2

2

C
M

 
C

M
2

2

1

1

1

1

J

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

1

1

2

2

F

0

1

0

1

1

2

2

3

0

1

1

2

F'

1

2

1

2

2

3

3

4

1

2

2

3

W(L,J,F,F')

+546.437

+ 54.795

- 13.699

-131.205

-163.880

+186.712

+269.616

+ 36.530

-159.314

+200.411

+315.752

+ 41.096

Table 3.2 Hyperfine energies and hyperfine-transition energies in

the vector model. W(L,J,F,F') = W(L,J,F) - W(L,J,F!).

All energies are in kHz.

'.«S.
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vibrational state has at least five bound end-over-end rotational

states (L=0,l,2,3 and 4).

The calculation of the energy matrix can be considerably simplified,

as was tested in concrete examples. Firstly, one has to take into

account only the ground vibrational state. Secondly, only the directly

coupled L values (eq. 3.29) have to be considered.

A third simplification (to neglect the hyperfine (HF) terms in

table 3.3 in the determination of the L mixing) is not used in our

extended calculations, because it does not reduce the dimension of the

total energy matrix as the two other ones do. It does, however, reduce

the maximum dimension of the submatrices to two and enables us to give

an analytic formula which directly yields the frequency shift relative

to the vector model. We will discuss this procedure for the most

important hyperfine transition (L,J,F,F') = (0,1,0,1).

To write down the submatrices containing this transition the

following abbreviations (eq. 3.33) are used: E =E ; V , =<L0|v2 |L'0>;

c (Lf,L)=<LJF|p2|L'J'F'> implying that cT(L',L) is independent of F and

F' and that J=Jf (eq. 3.29) ; HF as general notation of the two hyper-

fine terms in eq. 3.33. The basis used is abbreviated as <L J F| . The

result is shown in table 3.3. We can see from the matrix in table 3.3

that for F=l three states are mixed. Because, however, the elements

\'L a r e a t l e a s t a f a c t o r o f 3x10** larger than the HF terms, one can

omit these HF terms in determining the L mixing. This omission forms

the third simplication previously mentioned. The problem is then

reduced to two identical 2x2 submatrices, which mix l,=0 with L=2,

conserving J and F. Note that cj(0,0)=0 as follows from eq. 3.29.

The eigenfunction <0 1 F| of this 2x2 submatrix, corresponding

to <0 1 F | in the limit of no mixing, is

<0 1 F| =Vl-flo<0 1 F| - £ 2 0<2 1 F| (33 5)

with
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010 210 011 211 221

\

0 Eo+

1 V00C!(0,O) V20c1(2,0)

O +HF

2

1

O

O

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

V20
cl(2,0)

E2+

V22C1(2,2)

+HF

Eo+

V20cl(2,0)

+HF

V20Cl(2,O)

E2+

V22ci(2,2)

+HF

HF

HF

E2+

V22c2(2,2)

+HF

Table 3.3 The energy matrix using the first two simplifications (v'=0

and only directly coupled L' values) mentioned in the text

and starting from the initial state L=0 and F=0,l.

J -
2 {(E2-E0+V22q(2,2))

2+ 4(V2Oci(2,0))
2}2

(3.36)

which can alternatively be written as

v2o

flo- i - i 1 + 4

cX(2,0)

v22 v20

' V2o E2-Eo

(3.37)

The hyperfine energy W(0,l,F) belonging to this eigenf unction <0 1 F

is

M
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W(O,1,F) = <Ö 1 F|H T T + HT. I O 1 F> (3.38)
•̂  1 2. •*-J

Because <0 1 F | H_ T + H_. | 2 1 F> = O
Ill2 Ij

,f\ (eq. 3.30 and 3.31) eq. 3.38 becomes

S: W(O,1,F) = (1- flo) <0 1 F | Hj x + HXj | 0 1 F> (3.39)

V' + f|0 <2 1 F | HT , + HTi I 2

resulting in

W(Ö,1,F) = (l-fl0) W(O,1,F) + f|0 W(2,1,F) .(3.40)

The hyperfine-transition energy

W(Ö,1,0,1) = W(Ö,1,O) - W(Ö,1,1) (3.41) <- •

can be written as

W(Ö,1,0,1) = (1-flo) W(0,1,0,1) + f|0W(2,1,0,1) (3.42)

The shift AW relative to the vector model is

AW(5,l,0,l) = W(5,1,0,1) - W(0,1,0,1) (3.43) /g

With eq. 3.42 this becomes \J\

AW(0,1,0,1) = f|0 x(W(2,1,0,1) - W(0,1,0,1)) (3.44) y j

Using table 3.2 one finally obtains ' ]V;

AW(O,1,0,1) = f|0 x (-560.136) kHz (3.45) J^:

In case that several bound levels (L=0,l,2,3 and 4) occur, it turns s> **i

out that lV22/V2ol= 1 within 0.1%, indicating that the radial wave !%S'
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functions u n(R) and u (R) (eq. 3.12) have practically 100% overlap.

The factor ffo is independent of the sign of V2o (eq. 3.36 and 3.37).

The sign of V22, which turns out to be always negative, does matter. j

With these conditions it is clear that AW(0,1,0,1) depends uniquely on

'f\ one molecular parameter |V2o/E2~Eo|. This means that one can directly 1

, determine |V2o/E2~Eol from a measured frequency shift, using eq. 3.45 ] \

';.-.• and eq, 3.37 with

:; ci(2,0) = -0.282843 (3.46)

;V C2(2,2) = +0.199999

'-J If |V2O/E2~EQ| « 1 one can approximate f2g ; the f i r s t term of an

expansion in IV20/E2-E0I yields

' - , , / V 2 0 \ 2

ff0 = cf(2,0) \^p^l (3-47)
f- ' '4 '

For AW(0,1,0,1) the following numerical result is obtained, using eq.
.-• 3.45, 3.46 and 3.47 ï

V AW(0,1,0,1) =-44.811 I - P I kHz (3.48) &'.
•: .J

The shifts calculated with formula 3.45 in the case of several

bound levels (L=0,l,2,3 and 4) agree within 0.1% with the shifts

calculated using the extended calculation, i.e. without the third

simplification (neglecting the hyperfine terms in determining the L

mixing) leading to formula 3.45. This proves very convincingly the

validity of the simplified procedure, effectively resulting in a 'JWO

level model.

In practice one. can write an equation similar to 3.45 for each

hyperfine transition. For each hyperfine transition the directly coupled

L' value is found in table 3.4. The hyperfine transitions which show no

mixing will appear unshifted.
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-F' L1 L J F-F' L' %

ï I0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

0-1

1-2

0-1

1-2

1-2

2-3

2-3

3-4

2

2

0

0

no mixing

no mixing

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

0-1

1-2

1-2

2-3

no mixing

no mixing

3

3

Table 3.4 The directly coupled L' value for the various hyperfine

transitions.

3.7 INFLUENCE OF THE CONTINUUM

If for a hyperfine transition the directly coupled L' value is

bound, we only have to take into account this L' value for the ground

vibrational state (section 3.6). If, however, the directly coupled L1

value is unbound, we have to consider several vibrational states

belonging to this L' value. Although these vibrational states lying in

the continuum are in a way artificial, as they depend directly on the

position R ^ of the barrier, they will describe the continuum. For

reasonable large values of R (e.g. 32 &) physical quantities do not
7H3X

depend on R if they are calculated summing up the influence of all

vibrational states. Because for large R the amplitude of the wave

function is proportional to R 2 and the density of states is
IDlX

proportional to R, one finds that, in the sum (of integral) over all

continuum states, R disappears.

To calculate the hyperfine-frequency shift AW(L,J,F,F') for a

bound L level one only considers the direct interaction between the

ground vibrational state v=0, L and the vibrational states v', LVL

and one just adds the frequency shifts AW(L,J,F,Ff ;v') caused by each %

vibrational state v'. For small perturbation this is a valid approach, ƒ3

because we only neglect the mixing of the vibrational states v'. This *P
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was explicitly tested by calculating the frequency shift caused by two

states v' with and without interaction between these two states; no

difference was found.

It turns out that only continuum states in the neighbourhood of

resonances (quasibound states) contribute to the observed frequency

shift. As an illustration we will give an example, using the potential

of Andres et al. (ref. 4) for H_Ne, for which system L=0,l and 2 are

bound. We take as example the (L,J,F,F') = (1,2,1,2) transition, which

shifts due to mixing with L=3 continuum states (table 3.4). By

diagonalizing the energy matrix we determine the frequency shift

AW(ï,2,l,2;v') caused by one interacting continuum state v' (and L'=3).

The total frequency shift AW(1,2,1,2) is obtained by adding the

frequency shifts AW(1,2,1,2;v') due to all (in practice up to v'=10)

directly interacting continuum states v' (and L'=3). Table 3.5 shows

the result.

v'

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

v31

0.

3.

12.

7.

5.

4.

4.

3.

2.

2.

(GHz)

453

765

603

925

504

726

178

606

952

,204

121.486

136.673

148.053

163.030

190.210

224.273

264.729

311.544

364.722

424.262

/ V31\2

\ E 3-EJ V

1.388x1O"5

7.589x10~4

7.246x1O"3

2.363x10~3

8.373x10~4

4.441xlO~4

2.491xl0"4

1.340x10~4

6.55lxl0~5

2.699x10~5

AW(v') in Hz

0

-21

-210

-68

-24

-13

-7

-4

-2

-1

3.5 AW(v') = AW(I,2,l,2;v') as a function of v' with relevant

quantities, calculated with the potential of Andres et al.

(ref. 4) for H2Ne.
I

The L=3 state of ̂ N e has a resonance at 40 GHz, corresponding to a

velocity of 132 m/s. The L=l ground vibrational state lies at -108 GHz,
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so, for the resonance, E3~Ei= 148 GHz, in agreement with table 3.5,

which shows the maximum contribution AW(v') at v'=2 with Eg-E]^ 148 GHz.

The total frequency shift is

' f

AW(1,2,1,2) = EIAW(l,2,l,2;v')=350 Hz (3.49)

We can also calculate this frequency shift by using the simplified

procedure of section 3.6. Similarly to eq. 3.35 the admixing of the

continuum state v' (and L'=3) to the L=l state is described by

2 F < 3 l F (3.50)

and with f^ , . determined from an energy matrix like in table 3.3

f3vM - *
1 + 4

c2(3,D
V31

V33
c2(3,3)-V11c2(l,l) V31

1 +

-i

(3.51)

where

c2(3,O - -0.293939
c

2(3,3) = +0.159999

c2(l , l) - +0.039999

(3.52)

Similarly to eq. 3.44 one obtains

AW(l,2,l,2;v') (W(3,2,l,2)-W(l,2,1,2)) (3.53)

Eq. 3.53 with ¥(3,2,1,2) = -18.265 kHz, W(l,2,l,2) = +315.752 kHz

(table 3.2) and AW(1,2,1,2) = E, AW(1,2,1,2;v') results in

AW(1,2,1,2) = Z, (-334.018) kHz (3.54)
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I

As |V31/E -Ej| ,«1 we can use for
 fov',l a n expansion in

V3A2

For AW(1,2,1,2) the following numerical result is obtained, using eq.

3.52, 3.54 and 3.55

/ V31 \ 2

AW(1,2,1,2) = -28.86 Z,l £ _E ) kHz (3,56)

Table 3.5 yields

= 1.214xlO~2 (3.57)
1

resulting in t

AW(I,2,1,2) = 350 Hz (3.58)

This, being the same result as eq. 3.49, proves the validity of the

expansion in this case.

The theoretical treatment of the hyperfine frequency shift has now

been completely demonstrated, having shown how to handle both the bound

as well as the unbound states.

Because the frequency shift is uniquely determined by a parameter

u ' if L+2 is bound
EL+2"EL

and by a parameter

f

5» I v " ^ T T ) if L+2 is unbound, }
V \EL+2 EL /v'

we have a way to extract one of these parameters directly from a

measured line shift.

e
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS FOR H2Ne, H2Ar, H 2

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the systems H„Ne, H_Ar and H„Kr will be discussed.

The experimental results will be compared to the results obtained from

several potentials. In a first and very important approach we compare

the experimentally obtained molecular parameters |v2o/E2-Eo|>

IV31/E3-E1I or L.O^/Ea-Ei)^, and \vkz/Eh-Ez\ or Z .(Vi^/Ei*^)*,

with the same parameters obtained from the potentials. A second

procedure, which only serves as an overall test, directly compares the

experimental spectra with the spectra obtained from the potentials.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For H_Ne with its bound states for L=0,l and 2 we have measured,

for these three end-over-end-rotation levels, all hyperfine transitions f

'„£ which are shifted due to L mixing (table 3.4) with the following '%

i'S exceptions. The (L,J,F,F') = (2,1,0,1) transition (table 3.2) was not >s

'{,. measured because its transition frequency is too low for the Ramsey :;

\f. method. The (L,J,F,F')=(2,3,3,4) and (L,J,F,F')=(1,2,2,3) transitions 2

£'1 were not measured, because they are overlapping with the much stronger - r-

(L,J,F,F')=(O,1,1,2) transition. The measuring time ranged from one f.

hour for an L=0 transition to fifteen hours for an L=2 transition. is
'i

For H_Ar with its bound states for L=0,l,2,3,4 and 5 we measured ,|
• (tt

hyperfine transitions on the L=0,l and 2 levels. The hyperfine '~-ï
transitions measured were the same as in the case of HJSe. The

(L,J,F,F')=(2,1,0,1) transition is, however, overlapping with the much

y' stronger (L,J,F,F!)=(O,1,1,2) transition and is therefore disregarded.

S
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The L=3 transitions were not measured because of the very low intensity

and the overlap with lower L transitions. The measuring time ranged

from half an hour for an L=0 transition to ten hours for an L=2

transition.

For H„Kr with its bound states for L=O,1,2,3,4,5,6 and 7 we only

were able to measure the L=0 transitions. We restricted ourselves to

the most sensitive transition (L,J,F,F')=(0,1,0,1), requiring eight

,; hours measuring time.- ... .' ••_ _
r During the observation of a hyperfine transition the rf frequency

is swept from a beginto an end value; thereby the line is shifted to

the end frequency due to the time constant of the lock-in amplifier

(3 s in our case). This effect is eliminated by repeating every

measurement sweeping in the reverse direction and taking the average of

the measured line centers, therefore, in obtaining an experimental

transition frequency, it takes twice theItime mentioned above.

> In table 4.1 are presented the experimental'transition frequencies

W (f,J,F,F') and the resulting frequency shifts AW 0UJ,F,F') with

_ line transition W (L,J,F,F') AW (L,J,F,F')
System ,~ ___,.. exp . . ' exp . '
' no. (L,J,F,F') * in kHz v in kHz

H2Ne 1

2

3

4

5

H2Ar 1

2

3

4

5

0101

0112

2121

2323

1212

0101

0112

2121

2323

1212

544.74(15)

54.36(15)

130.42(20)

269.52(20)

315.30(15)

489.94(15)

35.92(15)

112.30(15)

264.25(15)

303.68(15)

-1.70(15)

-0.44(15)

-0.79(20)

-0.10(20)

-0.45(15)

-56.50(15)

-18.88(15)

-18.91(15)

-5.37(15)

-12.07(15)

H2Kr 1 0101 432.42(15) -114.02(15)

Table 4.1 The experimental transition frequencies W (L,J,F,F') and

frequency shifts AW^^(L,J,F,F ') for the transitions

(L,J,F,F>).
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respect to the vector model values (table 3.2).

ƒ •'("

4.3 MOLECULAR PARAMETERS

The frequency shifts AW of transitions 1,2 and 3 of table 4.1 are

determined by the mixing of L=0 and L=2 (table 3.4) and are hence

determined by the same factor f|„ (eq. 3.37).

ffo = i " i1 + 4

V20

Ci(2,2)
20

(4.1)

with (eq. 3.46)

ci(2,0) = -0.282843

c2(2,2) = +0.199999

(4.2)

Because

AW(L,J,F,F') = f£,L x (W(L'

and

(4.3)

-s-

AW(0,l,l,2) = -AW(2,1,1,2) = AW(2,1,2,1) (4.4)

one has, using table 3.2

AW(5,1,0,1)

AW(0,l,l,2)

AW(2,1,2,1)

= f|0 x (-560.136) kHz

= f20 x (-186.000) kHz

= f20 x (-186.000) kHz

(4.5)

i
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Because in nearly all cases tV22I = tVzo[ (table 4.3) and V22 is always

negative, the frequency shifts AW for the transitions 1,2 and 3 are

determined by one molecular parameter |V2o/E2~Eol-

The frequency shifts AW of transitions 4 of table 4.1 are

determined by the mixing of L=2 and L'=4 (table 3.4). The determining

factor in the case of H_Ar, with L=4 bound, is

fk - i - 1 1 + 4

1 +
E4-E2

(4.6)

with

c3(4,2) = -0.296923

c3(4,4) = +0.142857

c3(2,2) = +0.057143

(4.7)

Because W(2,3,2,3) = +269.616 kHz (table 3.2) and W(4,3,2S3)

kHz we obtain from eq. 4.3

AW(2,3,2,3) x (-290.164) kHz

-20.548

(4.8)

As in the case of H„Ar |Vij2] = jVi+ij.| = |v22j (table 4.3) and as V22 and

are always negative, the frequency shift AW for transition 4 of H_Ar is

determined by one molecular parameter |Vif2/Eif-E2| . In the case of H„Ne,

with L=4 unbound, the determining factor is a summation E,f, 1 ~ over

continuum states v' (and L'=4)of factors f£2 (eq. 4.6), resulting in

a frequency shift

AW(2,3,2,3) = E , fZ. , „ x (-290.164) kHz (4.9)

For f/ ,1 n we may use an expansion in V110/E11.-E2 1 astv , z v
|Vit2/Eif-E2[ 1 « 1 ; retaining only the f i r s t term of the expansion,
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one finds

(4.10)

With eq. 4.10, 4.7 and 4.9 one obtains

4 Z 2
AW(2,3,2,3) = -25.58 \ ) (4.11)

Thus, the frequency shift AW for transition 4 of H0Ne is determined by

( V42 V
c—5~J »•

The frequency shifts of transitions 5 of table 4.1 are determined

by the mixing of L=l and L'=3 (table 3.4). As in the previous case we

get

V31

f31 = 4 " 4 1 + 4

1+
V33C2(3,3)-V1ic2(l,l) V31

V31

(4.12)

with

c2(3,l) = -0.293939

c2(3,3) = +0.159999

c2(l,l) = -KJ.039999

(4.13)

For H2Ar, with L=3 bound, one obtains, using W(l,2,l,2) = +315.752 kHz

(table 3.2) and W(3,2,l,2) = -18.265 kHz

AW(1,2,1,2) = ffi x (-334.018) kHz (4.14)

The frequency shift AW for transition 5 of H„Ar is determined by one

molecular parameter IV31/E3-E1I.

For H2Ne, with L=3 unbound (section 3.7) I
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AW(1,2,1,2) = E (-334.018) kHz (4.15)

and retaining the f i r s t term of an expansion in IV31/E3-E1 | v , , one has

f 3 V , l

and with eq. 4.16, 4.13 and 4.15 one obtains

/ V31
AW(1,2,1,2) = -28.86 S ^ (4.17)

For H_Ne the frequency shift for transition 4 is determined by one
f V31 \2-

m o l e c u l a r p a r a m e t e r £ . 1 ^

In table 4.2 the molecular parameters are presented determined

from the experimental frequency shifts AW (table 4.1).

Svstem l i n e

9y S tCul

no*

H2Ne 1

2

3

average

4

5

H2Ar 1

2

3

average

4

5

H 2 K r l

transition
(L,J,F,F')

0101

0112

2121

2323 Z

1212 E

0101

0112

2121

2323

1212

0101

Table 4.2 The experimental molecular

(table 4.1)

3 is given.

. For |V2O/E2-EO

kind of
parameter

|V20/E2-E0|

|V2o/E2-EOI

IV20/E2-E0I

|V20/E2-E0|

1(Vi t 2/Ei t-E 2)
2,

1 v'

|V20/E2-E0|

|V20/E2-E0|

|V20/E2-E0|

|V20/E2-E0|

\Vkz/En-Ez\

IV31/E3-E1I

|V20/E2-E0|

value of the
parameter

0.1883(83)

0.167(31)

0.222(30)

0.1892(78)

0 - 0.012

0.0156(52)

1.0529(16)

1.0566(46)

1.0575(46)

1.0537(15)

0.4530(64)

0.6324(43)

1.6221(15)

parameters determined from AW
ext>

| the weighted average of 1,2 and

feg

~̂ X"-'

ft
'fir..

\y :.-V
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As the transitions 1,2 and 3 yield the same kind of parameter the

weighted average of this parameter IV20/E2-E0I i-s obtained.

Because for the systems H»Ne, H_Ar and H~Kr the energy differences

E2-Eo are the same within 10% (the reduced masses being determined by

the H„ and the internuclear distances being nearly the same), we are ...

essentially probing |V2o! with the transitions 1,2 and 3.

The high experimental accuracy provides us with some very accurate h-

molecular parameters, which form a sensitive test to intermolecular ;

potentials. •

4.4 INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIALS p -

We have tested seven intermolecular potentials; three for H ?Ne,

two for H-Ar and two for H-Kr. In table 4.3 the molecular parameters L :

obtained with these potentials are shown along with the experimental ï\ -

values. As the assumed equalities 1V20 I = IV22! » \^2hl = lv<t^l=lv22l '-V-

and 1V311 = IV33 } = | V n | are not exact (table 4.3), a small error is \'.,.

introduced (which has been accounted for in the given accuracy) in fej

characterizing the potentials with one molecular parameter. f •

As an alternative test of the potentials table 4.4 shows the ;

spectra calculated with the indicated potentials along with the '>•--

experimental spectra. JC

4.5 DISCUSSION ./~K

4.5.1 H-Ne '~W

Before discussing the results we will indicate the origin of the

potentials investigated for H2Ne.

The potential of Carley (ref. 1) is mainly based on the collision-

induced infrared-spectroscopy measurements of Me Kellar and Welsh (ref. j^

5), which have been first accurately analyzed by Le Roy and van K*

Kranendonk (ref. 6). The anisotropic potential (V2) could not entirely ^

be determined from these data. The repulsive part is found to agree 'f°\
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System ref. V20(GHz) V22(GHz) E2-E0(GHz) |V2o/E2-Eo|

•J,

H„Ne

H2Ar

H2Kr

1

2

3

exp.

1

4

exp.

1

4

exp.

3.

16.

16.

98.

94.

162.

124.

945

617

640

521

645

216

229

- 5.

-16.

-16.

-98.

-94.

-162.

-124.

347

899

819

649

554

386

029

94.

99.

98.

100.

99.

93.

92.

114

899

128

752

717

667

215

0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

0419(29)
1663( 8)

1696( 8)

1892(78)

9779( 4)

9491( 4)

0537(15)

7318( 7)

3472( 7)

6221(15)

System r e f . V1+2(GHz) Vttit(GHz) V22(GHz) E4-E2(GHz) | v 4 2 / E i t - E 2 |

H2Ar 1 98.351 -98 .167 -98.649 230.157 0.4273(26)

4 93.782 -93 .158 -94.554 227.807 0.4117(24)

exp. 0.4530(64)

System r e f . V31(GHz) V33(GHz) V n (GHz) Es-E^GHz) | V 3 1 / E 3 - E 1 |

H2Ar 1 98.555 -98.641 -98.513 166.567 0.5917( 5) •}

4 94.391 -94.134 -94.710 164.862 0.5725( 5) 5

exp. 0.6324(43) "if

System r e f . ^ . ( V ^ z / E ^ - E z ) ^ , Z^, ( V 3 1 / E 3 - E i ) J ,

H2Ne 1 - 0.00I5( 6)

2 0.007(3) 0.0116( 4)

3 0.007(2) 0.012K 4) -ƒ-;

exp. 0 - 0.012 0.0156(52) )-j

~ m m i m m •• m . — . - • i ^ - i - i i • i , , . , . i i . • - i — i - " » . S

Table 4.3 The molecular parameters obtained from the indicated 3^

potentials, compared to the experimental values. £|
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System, line no.

H2Ne

1

2

3

4

5

H2Ar

1

2

3

4

5

H2Kr

1

ref.l

546.36

54.77

131.03

269.70

315.70

ref.l

497.12

38.42

114.77

264.89

305.15

ref.l

421.86

Transition

ref. 2

545.12

54.36

130.72

269.52

315.42

ref. 4,

499.84

39.32

115.69

265.22

305.82

ref. 4

460.24

frequencies W

ref. 3

545.07

54.34

130.70

269.48

315.40

in kHz

exp.

544.74(15)

54.36(15)

130.42(20)

269.52(20)

315.30(15)

exp.

489.94(15)

35.92(15)

112.30(15)

264.25(15)

303.68(15)

exp.

432.42(15)

/

y

Table 4.4 The spectra obtained from the indicated potentials, compared

to the experimental spectra.

with the potential based on SCF ab initio calculations with the Hartree- ;

Fock method. The long range part is mainly determined from frequency ¥;

dependent multipole polarizabilities of the interacting systems, using 5

the approach of Tang and Toennies (ref. 2). Finally, some theoretical ,'?

restrictions were imposed to get a realistic potential. ;̂

The potential of Tang and Toennies (ref. 2) forms an interpolation 75;

between the SCF ab initio calculations of Hariharan (ref. 7) for the 6

repulsive part, resulting in (the so-called) Born-Mayer parameters, and

%, between the perturbation calculations of Meyer (ref. 8 ) , resulting in

'- the long range dispersion terms. ~f:.

The potential of Andres et al. (ref. 3) is a purely experimental 5;

potential based upon measurements of the differential cross sections of ;&•

the 0->2 rotational transition for D 2 + Ne (ref. 3) and the CH-1 b]
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rotational transition for HD + Ne (ref. 9), of the total differential •-.-

cross section for D„ + Ne (ref. 10), and of the velocity dependence of

the integral cross section for H 2 + Ne with oriented H 2 molecules (ref. J

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that none of the potentials for H2Ne is in j

agreement with the experiment. Since we regard the potential of Andres |

et al. (ref. 3) as the most reliable one (being of experimental nature

and of recent date), we have carefully modified this potential in order

to reproduce our experimental data without impairing the fit to other

experiments. This modification was accomplished by adding a "blister"

term V „ to the anisotropic potential of Andres et al..
Ci

V = -15.544 exp[-18.8(R-3.25)2] GHz (4.18)

with R in k.

Addition of V (eq. 4.18) to the potential of Andres et al. (ref. 3) ï/1

does not affect the long range part of the potential, to which the O

measurements of Zandee and Reuss (ref. 11) are sensitive, or the

repulsive part of the potential, to which the measurements of Andres et *r

al. (ref. 3) and Buck et al. (ref. 9,10) are sensitive. Table 4.5 shows |'

the excellent fit to our experimental data.

quantity present potential experiment

W(Ö,1,0,1) in kHz

W(ö,1,1,2) in kHz

W(2,1,2,1) in kHz

W(2,3,2,3) in kHz

W(T,2,1,2) in kHz

|V2O/E2-EO|

544.74

54.23

130.60

269.49

315.33

0.1880(8)

0.008(5)

0.0145(5)

544.74(15)

54.36(15)

130.42(20)

269.52(20)

315.30(15)

0.1892(78)

0 - 0.012

0.0156(52)

f"

I

Table 4.5 Comparison of the present potential for H9Ne with the

experimental data. §.-> \.
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Buck reported that our present potential fits his data very well (ref.

12).

In figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 the present potential is graphically

compared to those of Carley (ref. 1), Tang and Toennies (ref. 2) and

Andres et al. (ref. 3), respectively.

To illustrate to which part of the potential our experiment is

sensitive we have calculated, for the present potential, as a function

of the internuclear distance R: the wave function u(R) for L=0 and v=0,

the contribution u(R)V2(R)u(R) to the expectation value VOQ and
R

/u(PJ)V2(RI)u(R')dR', the partial expectation value integrated up to R,

as shown in figure 4.4. One clearly sees that our experiment is

sensitive not only to the potential between the classical turning points

(indicated with the arrows in fig. 4.4), but also to a considerable

part of the repulsive potential.

The potential of Carley (fig. 4.1) has a V2 repulsive branch which

is shifted to larger R values as compared to the present potential,

explaining the unrealistically small value of \Vzo\ an^ hence of

|v2O/E2-EoI.
The potential of Tang and Toennies (fig. 4.2) has a V2 repulsive

part which is only slightly shifted to larger R values as compared to

the present potential. This turns out to be a relevant difference.

The carefully chosen modification we applied to obtain the present

potential from that of Andres et al. is clearly ~een in figure 4.3.

Although this modification looks rather innocent it causes a i:

significant effect (up to twice the experimental error) on the T^^

transition frequencies (table 4.4, 4.5). ^;£

Generally, the H~Ne system appears to be well understood at this ; ,">if?

moment, from an experimentalist's point of view at least; a good i'%fS

testing ground for ab initio calculations is thus provided for this ^)ö'

atom-molecule sjrstem. :fEifc0éu. pi
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potential energy (102GHz)
12

- 8 -

-12 -

-16 -

\^7

-

H2Ne

a
b

\

V

Fig. 4.1 The present potential (a) compared to that of Carley (b). I
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potential energy (10* GHz)

12

-8

-12 -

-16 -

u

1 \

n /i\ /:

H2Ne

. — •

a
b

—

i 1 1

«[«

Fig. 4.2 The present potential (a) compared to that of Tang and
Toennies (b).
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potential energy (102GHz)
12

-16 -

Fig. 4.3 The present potential (a) compared to that of Andres et al.
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GHz
20

10

0

-10

-20

!|u(R l)V !(R
l)u(R1)dR1

't -I

v;-'

Fig. 4.4 Wavefunation u(R) for L=O, \>=O ; u(R)Vz(R)u(R)3 contribution
to ^00 i Vu(R')Vz(R')u(R')dR'3 VOq integrated up to R. The
amows indicate the classical turning points.
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4.5.2 H2Ar and H2Kr '(

Before discussing both systems we will indicate the origin of the f |

potentials investigated for H9Ar and H„Kr. ?

The potentials of Carley for H_Ar and H„Kr (ref. 1) are mainly %

based on the collision-induced infrared-spectroscopy measurements of

Me Kellar and Welsh (ref. 13), which have been first accurately -•-..;_. [;:

analyzed by Le Roy and van Kranendonk (ref. 6 ) . The repulsive part is : f,

found to agree with the potential based on SCF ab initio calculations , <

with the Hartree-Fockmethod. The long"range part is mainly determined _ : L ;;

from frequency dependent multipole polarizabilities of the interacting h

systems, using the approach of Tang and Toennies (ref. 2). Finally, '/•>;-<

some theoretical restrictions were „imposed to get a realistic potential. i

Due to the lack of ab initio data, the potentials, of Tang and ,

Toennies for H oAr and ELKr (ref. 4) consist of repulsive"potentials, :

determined by application of Gilbert-Smith combining rules (ref.; 4) ,and i,!>

of attractive potentials with dispersion terms estimated using precise jf

combining rules (ref. 2 ) . ;

The potentials of Carley and of Tang and Toennies for H_Ar and i?
^ i'

H„Kr are displayed in figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. t.

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that none of the potentials for H_Ar and f

H„Kr agree with the experiment within the stated accuracies. Because

H^Ar and H„Kr are systems less studied in comparison to H„Ne, it is

hard to say how to improve the potentials. The molecular parameter : .

JV20/E2-E0I , for instance, obtained from the experiment mainly P!

determines IV20I» as E 2 - E Q are the same for different potentials of a r:

particular system (table 4.3). The expectation value (V^Q1> however, -J\

contains influences of the anisotropic as well as the isotropic •>''

potential, the latter one yielding the wave functions to calculate the Y"~:

expectation values of the anisotropic potential. To illustrate the ;

influence of differences inisotropic or anisotropic potentials, table

4.6 gives V2o and |V2O/E2-EO| for the four possible combinations of

isotropic and anisotropic potentials, using the potentials of Carley

(ref. 1) and of Tang and Toennies (ref. 4 ) , for the system H Ar.

Table 4.6 and figure 4.5 demonstrate that apparently small changes in

the isotropic as well as in the anisotropic potential cause significant

is
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potential energy (102 GHz)

12

-16 -

f -

F-Cg. 4, S Potential of Cavley (a) compared to that of Tang and Toennies
(h).
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potential energy (102GHz)

L

8

L

0

h

•8

12

16

H2Kr

b

1

-
-

-

\ ^==== = = = ' '

1 h-
\ 1

V a

I I I I I I I I I

ffi.

4.6 Potential of Cavley (a) compared to that of Tang and Toennies
(b).
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Vo

Carley

Carley

Tang

Tang

V2

Carley

Tang

Carley

Tang

experiment

V20(GHz)

98.521

91.714

101.936

94.645

E2-Eo(GHz)

100.752

100.752

99.717

99.717

|V2O/E2-EDI

0.9779(4)

0.9103(4)

1.0223(4)

0.9491(4)

1.0537(15)

Table 4.6 Molecular parameters for four possible combinations of

isotropic and anisotropic potentials, using the ILAr

potentials of Carley (ref. 1) and of Tang and Toennies (ref.

4). As comparison our experimental value is shown.

changes in the intermolecular parameter IV20/E2-E0I •

It is clear from the preceding discussion that the systems H_Ar

and H„Kr need some further study. Improved potentials, developed in the

future, will have to agree with the experimental molecular parameters

in table 4.2.
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CHAPTER 5 - ANALYSIS OF THE ortho H^para H 2 SYSTEM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will re-examine the magnetic hyperfine

measurements of Verberne on H„-H (ref. 1). We will restrict ourselves

to the ortho H„-para H„ system. This is no real restriction since

Verberne's fit of the experimental hyperfine spectrum is almost

completely determined by the (L,J,F,F')=(O,1,0,1) transition of ortho

As for H -H„ only the L=0 and L=l states are bound, it is not

correct to use a parameter |V2o/EV~Enl (°r |Vool/B» a s Verberne does)

but one rather should work with a parameter S,(V2o/E?-En)
2, , which is

a sum over all continuum states (section 3.7).

5.2 MOLECULAR PARAMETER

The frequency shift AW of the (L,J,F,Fl)=(0,l,0,1) transition is

determined by the mixing of L=0 and L*=2 states. As L'=2 is not bound,

the determining factor is a summation £,f_ . _ over continuum states
v 2v',0

v' (and L 1 ^ with

1 + 4

ei(2,0)

and (eq. 3.46)

VE0

,2)
VEo

(5.1)
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ci(2,0) = -0.282843 ( 5 2 )

c2(2,2) = +0.199999

For the frequency shift one obtains

AW(Ö,1,0,1) - I f ! „ x (-560.136) kHz (5.3)

As I T ^ O / E ^ - E J , « 1 for H2-H2, we use for f^, Q an expansion in

En| , , retaining only the first term of the expansion

so

With eq. 5.4, 5.2 and 5.3 one obtains

2

AW(5,1,0,1) =-44.81 Z, ( ) kHz (5.5)

Thus, the frequency shift AW(0,1,0,1) for ortho H„-para H„ is

determined by one molecular parameter

5.3 ANALYSIS

Verberne's experiment (ref. 1) yields

Wexp (0iI'°»') = 544.05(10) kHz (5.6)

resulting in a frequency shift with respect to the vector model value
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(table 3.2)

AW (0,1,0,1) = 2.39(10) kHz (5.7)

Using eq. 5.5 one obtains an experimental molecular parameter

[l,(V,0/E2-E0)
2
v,]exp = 0.0533(23) (5.8)

We compare this result with the one obtained from the H.-H ab

initio potential of Meyer (ref. 2), which is an adapted version of the

potential used by Schafer and Meyer (ref. 3). The frequency shift

AW(0,1,0,1) calculated with this potential of Meyer (ref. 2) consists

of a sum over continuum states V of AW(O,1,0,1;v'), obtained by

diagonalization of the energy matrix. By comparing this result with the

result obtained with eq. 5.5 the validity of the expansion leading to

eq. 5.5 is tested. Table 5.1 shows the contributions AW(v') of the

different states v'.

V1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

V20(GHz)

2.267

10.157

13.576

11.029

9.696

8.952

8.334

7.695

6.988

6.204

E2-EQ (GHz)

87.992

106.707

126.816

161.831

211.174

272.926

346.642

432.168

529.420

638.335

CV20/E2-E0)J,

6.636x10"4

9.060x10"3

1.146x10~2

4.645x10"3

2.108xl0~3

1.076xl0~3

5.780x10~4

3.17OxlO~4

1.743x10~4

9.446x1O"5

AW(v'J in Hz

-29

-411

-524

-210

-95

-48

-26

-14

-7

-4

Table 5.1 AW(v') = AW(0,I,0,1;vf) as a function of v' with relevant

quantities, calculated with the potential of Meyer (ref. 2),
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Table 5.1 yields a total shift

AW = £ AW(v') = 1.369 kHz (5.9)
v'

and a molecular parameter

2,(V20/E2-Vv' = 3.018 x 10~2 (5.10)

which with eq. 5.5 produces a shift

AW = 1.352 kHz (5.11)

The results of eq. 5.11 and 5.9 agree within 2%.

Summarizing, the potential of Meyer yields

AWMeyer t0»1'0»1) = K 3 7 k H z ( 5 < 1 2 )

and

,(V 2 0/E 2-E 0)J f] M e y e r = 0.0302(7) (5.13)

These values differ strongly from the experimental values (eq. 5.7 and

5.8).

Buck et al. (ref. 4) state that the repulsive part of the iso-

tropic potential of Meyer has to be shifted 0.1 K to smaller R values

in order to be consistent with their measurements of the differential

cross sections of the 0->l rotational transitions for HD+D2 (ref. 4).

This conclusion is independently arrived at by Silvera and Goldmann

(ref. 5), who constructed a potential relying much on solid state data

for the repulsive branch.

Furthermore, according to Buck et al. (ref. 6), the ratio V2/V0

has to be retained in the repulsive region in order to obtain a

reasonable fit to their differential cross section measurements of the

0̂ -2 rotational transition for H„+D„. Therefore, we tested a potential

in which the repulsive part of the isotropic as well as the anisotropic
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potential is shifted 0.1 A to smaller Rvalues as compared to the p

potential of Meyer (ref. 2). Since this was not sufficient to reproduce g

the experimental values (eq. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8), we also added a

correction term to the anisotropic potential (a blister like in section I I

4.5.1) in order to deepen the potential between the repulsive and the i •

long range branch. As the potential of Meyer is partly given numerically, 'A

we fitted a series expansion to get an analytic expression. For the ' j

present shifted potential we used the same procedure. The potential of ^

Meyer and the present potential are separated in two parts '..'

c07 C08 c010
(5.14)

R5 R6 R7 R8 R10

/ C25 C26 C27 C28 C210 \
V2 = 5 ( + + + + ) (5.15)

\ R 5 R6 R7 R8 R10 /

for

Vo =

V2 =

R ^

10
E

n=0

10

z
n=0

5

C

.82

On

Rn

C

Ï

_2n.

0
A, and

* V c 2

(5.16)

(5.17)

for 2.00 A < R < 5.82 L

0
The coefficients C_. and C, for R>5.82 A (eq. 5.14 and 5.15) are those

On ^n
given by Meyer (ref. 2) converted from atomic units to GHz. The

coefficients C. and Co for 2.00 £ <. R <_5.82 A (eq. 5.16 and 5.17)
On ^n — —

are the results of the potential fits. For the blister term V „ we

V c 2 = - 75.459 exp [-14.4(R-3.30)
2] GHz (5.18)

0
with R in A ; it only applies to the present potential; to the potential

of Meyer applies eq. 5.17 with V c 2=0. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 tabulate all

coefficients used.
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n COn(GHz.£
n)

5

6

7

8

10

+7.310

-7.9858x107

-1.462X101

-1.4564xlO9

-3.3153xlO10

-1.4621

-1.6741xlO6

+1.7476xl06

-8.01l4xl07

-2.0215xl09

Table 5.2 Long range coefficients (Rj^.82 A)

for Meyer's potential and the

present one (eq. 5.14 and 5.15).

Figure 5.1 shows a graphical comparison of Meyer's potential with

the present one. For the latter potential we repeat the calculations

done with Meyer's potential in the beginning of this section. Table 5.4

shows the results. It yields a total shift

AW =£, AW (V) = 2.416 kHz (5.19)

and a molecular parameter

l O 2 = 5.295x10"2 (5.20)
ü

In parenthesis, with eq. 5.5 one obtains a shift

AW = 2.373 kHz (5.21)

in agreement with eq. 5.19 within 2%. Table 5.5 combines all results.

The present potential fits the experiment of Verberne very well.

The expectation is that also Buck's experiment should be described

rather well, because we incorporated all elements (the 0.1 A shift of

the repulsive branch and its conserved ratio V2/V0)which emerged as

being of dominant influence (ref. 6). Nevertheless, our present
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n

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Present potential

C,. (GHz..Rn)
Un

-1822291.

66778907.

-1062026728.

10201977312.

-61951010569.

253038254052.

-703695004416.

1315005034743.

-1579551807085.

1000961106566.

-338121387905.

C2n(GHz.ft
n)

-892945.

31807586.

-501631472.

4610355964.

-27334489491.

109198446329.

-297559570873.

545890403090.

-644987148138.

443043193985.

-134321981493.

Meyer's

C„ (GHz.in)
Un

-3217571.

116838403.

-1882148112.

17707419304.

-107715284875.

442535323041.

-1243018888402.

2355799673128.

-2881409506097.

2052901424244.

-646779869068.

potential

C„ (GHz.In)
2n

-1682540.

60605736.

-967869325.

9021910852.

-54345378208.

220991471689.

-614208906260.

1151748509237.

-1394070470096.

983242293057.

-306796072537.

Table 5.3 Fitted C_ and C„ coefficients for Meyer's potential and

the present potential (eq. 5.16 and 5.17) for

2.00 A < R < 5.82 &.

V20(GHz) E2-E0(GHz) (V20/E2-E0)J:, AW(v') in Hz

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.482

18.895

17.848

13.831

12.632

12.072

11.614

11.108

10.507

9.800

109.155

124.707

143.661

180.063

229.630

291.216

364.598

449.685

546.411

654.719

1.686x10

2.296x10

1.544x10

5.900x10

3.026x10

1.718x10

-3

-2

-2

-3

-3

1.015x10

6.102x10

3.700x10

2.241x10

-3

r3

r*
-4

-4

-75

-1057

-706

-267

-136

-77

-45

-27

-16

-10

L\

v'
Jr.-

;'*: ?•

Table 5.4 AW(v') = AW(Ö,1,01;v') as a function of v' with relevant

quantities, calculated with the present potential.
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Fig. 5.1 The present potential (a) compared to that of Meyer (b).
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0.0302(7)

0.0530(11)

0.0533(23)

1

2

2

.37

.42

.39(10)

Source E ,(V20/E2-E0)^, AW in kHz

Meyer's potential

Present potential

Verberne's experiment

Table 5.5 Comparison of the potentials with the

experiment.

potential should be regarded more as a hint for future theoretical work

and experimental effort than as a final version, for the blister term

was introduced ad hoc to yield the proper molecular parameter (eq. 5.20)

in a non-unique way.
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APPENDIX A - POTENTIAL EXPRESSIONS

In this appendix analytic expressions for three types of potentials,

used in this thesis, are given. The intermolecular potential for the

H X dimer is written as (chapter 3)

V(R,0) = V0(R) + V2(R) P2(cosQ) (A.I)

The isotropic potential Vo(R) and the anisotropic potential V2XR) are

denoted by V (R) with n=0 and 2 respectively. Potential parameters

which differ for the isotropic and anisotropic potential are also given

the index n.

A.I POTENTIAL OF Andres et al. FOR H2Ne.

The analytic expression for the potential of Andres et al. for HJ

(ref. 1) is

V =A exp(-b R)-(CC R~
6+CQ R~

8+C, . R 10)F(R)n n ^ n 6 n 8n lOn
(A. 2)

with

F(R)=exp[-(2.29 Rd/R-1)
2]

= 1

for R<2.29 Rd

for R>2.29 B,

(A.3)

The potential parameters are'
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C60 = 5.06 eV.A6 , C62 = 0.4756 eV.Ü6

C80 = 21.54 eV.A8 , C82 = 6.0312 eV.A8

C loo= 113.72 eV.H10 , C l o 2 = 31.842 eV.S1

, A 2

(A.4)

Ao = 890 eV

b 0 3.9 if1
b2 =

360 eV

4.0 A"

(C8o/CGO)"' = 2.063 k (A.5)

A.2 POTENTIAL OF Carley FOR , H2Kr.

The analytic expression for the potential of Carley for ELNe,

H2Ar and H2Kr (ref. 2) is

exP(-BR)-(C6nR~
6 D(R) (A. 6)

with

D(R) = exp[-4 (Ren/R-1)3]

= 1

for R<R= en
for R>R= en

(A.7)

A = (8e -2 C c R
 6 ) exp(3R )/(BR -8)n n Sn en ^v en en

Co = FR 8/(BR -8)l.f(6-BR ) Cc R~
6 + e gR 1

ön [_ en en J |_ en 6n en n en I

(A.8)

(A.9)

The potential parameters are given in table A, 1.

A. 3 POTENTIAL OF Tang and Toennies FOR H2Ne, H2Ar, H2Kr.

The analytic expression for the potential of Tang and Toennies for

H2Ne (ref. 3) and H2Ar, H2Kr (ref. 4) is

v = v — v 1 + v
n SCFn dispn covrn.

(A.IO)
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parameter

eo(cm~ )

G2(cm )

R (A)

\l ( A )

C60(cm"1.I6)

C62(cm~1.£6)

H2Ne

27.7

2.26

3.255

3.54

39610.

3681.

6.02

H2Ar

50.87

5.72

3.5727

3.743

134500.

13500.

3.610

Table A.1 Po ten t i a l parameters for the

Carley (ref . 2) for HJJe, YLA

H2Kr

58.73

8.25

3.7181

3.834

190300.

19450.

3.399

p o t e n t i a l of

Ir and lUKr.

with

1
2 * cor* J

2 2
VSCFZ = l^SCF// ~ VSCFl) ' Veorp2 = ^ cowl I ~ Vaorri)

and

where X stands for the inert-gas atom Ne,Ar or Kr ; M O O , , = 0.0903

and M(H2)i = 0.0956.

Vdisp0= C6 R f o t ^ ^ (A. 13)

v r> u~^n c n ~2n' '-'*'
-•J 2n + 2n 2n ^or R '-1 »^^P- > « ^1
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11 -2n
V,. „ = £ C„ R for R^R., 19dispQ -3 2 n -11,12

with n' in succesion 4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and 11.

n'-l,n'
lV.n'+l n'-l,n'

Vdisp2

for

= r6C6R"
6+r6c8R"

8+r10f10c10R"
10 for

disp2
r6c6R-

6
+r8c8R-

8
Tr10 [ V 1 c^T2n*£2n,c2n,R-

2n'1
Ln=5 J

for R , n<<Z&n*n — 1 ,n n

i V^2= n=5

with n' in succesion 6,7,8,9,10 and 11. In ref. 3 and 4 only the

dispersion coefficients Ce,C8 and CJO are given; the other ones are

obtained with the recursion relation

C2n+6 " < W W 3 C2n

The bondaries R ,, are obtained from the dispersion coefficientsn,n+l v

Table A.2 gives all molecular parameters, the ones given in ref. 3 and •?.

4 as well as the ones calculated with eq. A. 16 and A. 17, which are ::

denoted by an asterisk. !§--
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parameter H 2 A r

M(X)

c8

C20

C22

R
3,4
R

R
R

'V5
5,6

7.8
R
8,9

R*
10

5

1

5

2

1

9

7

45.44

29.03

2.04

2.028

0.0128

0.094

0.26

0.26

8.47

129.0

2430.0

.662x10h

.631xlO6

.815x10'

.563x109

• 397xlO n

.424x1012

. 860x1 Ollf

3.903

4.340

4.827

5.368

5.970

6.639

7.384

8.212

9.133

4

1

9

5

4

4

5

46.4
45.0

1.752

1.804

0.0318

0.102

0.248

0.30

28.4

576.0

14600.

.625x1O5

.831xlO7

.059x108

.602x1O10

•329xlO12

.181xlOllf

.047xl016

4.504

5.035

5.628

6.292

7.034

7.864

8.791

9.828

10.99

6.

2.

8.

3.

2.

1.

1.

136.4

136.6

1.830

1.887

0.0421

0.103

0.242

0.33

40.2

853.0

21200.

171xlO5

104x107

404x108

931xlO10

154xlOi2

382xlO11+

O39xlO16

4.606

4.985

5.395

5.839

6.320

6.839

7.402

8.011

8.670

Table A.2 Potential parameters (in a.u.) for the potential of Tang

and Toennies for H2Ne (ref. 3) and H Ar, H Kr (ref. 4 ) .

The parameters denoted with an asterisk are calculated

from the parameters of ref. 3 and 4 with eq. A.16 and

A.17
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TITEL EN SAMENVATTING

VAN DER WAALSBINDING IN DIMEREN : H2He, l^Ar, H2Kr ; !

De waterstof-edelgasdimeren H.X, waarbij het waterstofmolekuul H„ 1

en het edelgasatoom X een Van der Waalsbinding vormen, zijn het onder-

werp van dit proefschrift. De onderzochte dimeren zijn H2Ne, H2Ar en

H2Kr.

In een molekulaire-bundelops telling worden H-X-dimeren gevormd

door expansie in vacuüm van een gasmengsel bestaande uit negentig pro-

cent waterstof en tien procent edelgas. Met behulp van magnetische

bundelresonantie wor,dt het hyperfijnspektrum van de laagste rotatie-

toestanden (aangeduid met L) van het H„X gemeten. De hyperfijnovergan-

gen, die in het radiofrekwentiegebied van 30 kHz tot 600 kHz liggen,

worden geinduceerd door het magnetische wisselveld van één of meer

spoelen.

Het hyperf ijnspektrum bevat informatie over de intermolekulaire ':

potentiaal die de wisselwerking tussen H„ en X beschrijft, doordat, ten '.

gevolge van de anisotropie in deze wisselwerking, verschillende L- .-

niveaus zijn opgemengd, resulterende in een lijnverschuiving. :

Teneinde uit het gemeten hyperfijnspektrum informatie over de in-

termolekulaire potentiaal te verkrijgen, moeten we met een potentiaal

het hyperfijnspektrum uitrekenen en vergelijken met het experimenteel

verkregen spektrum. Daartoe moeten alle direkt gekoppelde toestanden

meegenomen worden in de berekeningen. Voor hyperfijnovergangen van t-
« N-

rotatietoestanden die direkt koppelen met ongebonden toestanden, is het :'

nodig om het continuüm mee te nemen in de berekeningen.

Het bleek'mogelijk om direkt uit een gemeten lijnverschuiving een

molekulaire parameter te bepalen, die dan rechtstreeks vergeleken kan i

worden met dezelfde parameter berekend met een gegeven potentiaal.

Het gemeten hyperf ijnspektrum van gebonden toestanden is gevoelig

voor zowel de isotrope als anisotrope potentiaal, speciaal in de buurt

van het potentiaalminimum, waar verstrooiingsexperimenten niet gevoelig

zijn. Hierdoor levert de hyperfijnspektroskopie nieuwe gegevens op,

die nodig zijn voor het bepalen van een betrouwbare intermolekulaire

potentiaal.
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STELLINGEN

1. De r o t a t i e r e l a x a t i e van CH4 b i j lage temperaturen zal aanzienl i jk
toenemen a l s een magnetisch veld van 0.2 Tesla wordt aangelegd.

W.M.Itano and I.Oziev
J.Chem.Phys.72_ (1980) 3700

J. J. Valentini
Chem.Phy8.Lett.75_ (1980) 590

2. Bij he t bereker.au van de impulsmomentpolarisatie van (met behulp van
een gepolariseerde HF-laser) aangeslagen HF-molekulen dient de kernspin
in rekening t e worden gebracht, hetgeen een k le inere impulsmomentpolari-
satie tot gevolg heeft.

K
Z.KcamyaR.C.Estlex> and R.N.Zare

J.Chem.Phys.69 (1978) S199

3. In de berekening van de rotatietemperatuur Tr , na volledige expan-
sie, van een molekuulbundel met begintemperatuur £Q, is het onnodig de
numerieke integratie van de rotatietemperatuur Tr naar L (de afstand
tot de nozzle met diameter D) af te breken op het punt waarvoor geldt:
A(Tr/To)/A(L/D)<0.0001, daar het mogelijk is een onderlimiet aan te
geven voor Tr, een monotoon dalende funktie van L/D.

C.G.M.QudhjJ.B.Fenn and D.R.Millev
Pvoe. 11 th Int.Symp. on Rarefied Gas DynamiassR.Campavgue (ed.),1979

4. Ofschoon het zogenaamde "heat bath feedback"-model van Goodman et al.
in staat is een fenomenologische beschrijving te geven van de "multiple
photon"-dissociatie van polyatomaire molekulen - zij het met kunstmatige
afkapprocedures - is het gebruikte fysische beeld meer dan twijfelachtig.

1
J.A.HovsleyjJ.StonejM.F.Goodman and D.A.Dows

Chem.Phy8.Lett'.66_ (1979) 461

•x _:

5. Hoewel J> Geraedts et al bij een elektronen-ionisatie-energie van
50-100 eV geen getiengde dimeren van het type SFg-Ar hebben kunnen detek-
teren door middel van massaspektrometrie, is dit waarschijnlijk wel
mogelijk} mits ds elektronen-ionisatie-energie verlaagd wordt tot minder
dan 30 eV.

J.GevaedtStS.SetiadifS.Stolte and J.Reusê _,.
Chem.Phye.Lett.78_ (1981) 277 **



6. De explosieve groei van het aantal verkeerslichten werkt het negeren
van stoplichten door fietsers in de hand.

7. Ofschoon het boek "I hear America talking, an illustrated history of
American words and phrases" van Stuart Berg Flexner een boeiende be-
schrijving geeft van Amerikaanse woorden die hun oorsprong vinden in het
Nederlands, zoals het Amerikaanse "boss" komende van het Nederlandse
"baas", blijft een juiste spelling .van het Nederlands een probleem vor-
men, zoals ondermeer blijkt uit de vermelding dat het Amerikaanse
"landscape" komt van het Nederlandse "landskip". ^ _ _ k

S.B.Flexner, "I hear America talking"
Simon and Schuster, New York, 1979

8. Al zetten velen graag de puntjes op de i, het zetten van de puntjes
op de ij levert meer problemen op.

9. Bij het gebruik van:dè uitdrukking "ik kan me dat niet voorstellen"
dient men te bedenken dat impliciet het eigen "voorstellingsvermogen ter
diskussie wordt gesteld.

Nijmegen, 10 september 1981 Martin Waaijer


